Continuation of Learning Outline
YEAR 3
Work set for Wednesday 22nd April 2020
Link to view today’s Y3 video: https://photos.app.goo.gl/BmcmLYhC3yW9b2S8A
Link to view general videos including assemblies, announcements and celebrations:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/LstTxkdnDfXuQG47A
Reading
Read 5 pages of your book. What do you think will happen next? Think about each of the characters
and what decisions they might make. Can you draw a picture of what will happen in the next few
pages? Label it clearly to explain your ideas and thoughts.
This should take you 20 minutes to complete.
Writing/English
Life Cycle of a Plant
Today we are going to write our final paragraph explaining seed dispersal. Follow these steps slowly
and carefully (or precisely) to become a wonderful writer.
1. Read your research all about seed dispersal to remind yourself of your key facts.
2. Then look at your burger/paragraph poster, do you remember how a paragraph starts?
3. Begin your paragraph with a clear subheading. Keep that handwriting wonderful!
4. Write your descriptive and detailed paragraph full of lots of enlightening (juicy) facts.
Remember to include an opening sentence and a closing sentence. It should be no more
than 2/3 of a page.

All great writers keep proof reading and editing their work. To make your writing exceptional can
you up-level 5 words that you have used? You can colour them in to make them stand out. Can you
add in an expanded noun phrase?
Challenge: Can you find three examples of using a possessive apostrophe? Put a 1 in the margin next
to any possessive apostrophes you have used to match your checklist.

Maths
CGP Book Pages: Pg 10 and Pg 11 Ordering and comparing numbers.
Remember to look at the digit in the hundreds, then the tens and lastly the ones if needed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9os1VUUp5io 6 Times Tables song - Keep practising how to
count in steps of 6.
Online: BATTLE OF THE BAND – 3S vs 3L
most of all enjoy!

Let the tournament begin – Good luck, fight fair and

Winners will receive a shout out in one of our award-winning videos.

If you have any questions, please email year3@kingslea.org.uk and teachers will be checking this
address to respond in the morning.

